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Introduction  

By Ellen Datlow 

 

 

 Noir is an attitude, a stance, a way of looking at the world. Paul Duncan, in his 

concise book Noir Fiction defines it as a term “used to describe any work, usually 

involving crime--that is notably dark, brooding, cynical, complex, and pessimistic.”  

 Noir fiction has been popular since right after WW II and has maintained its 

popularity over the years. The world of noir is thick with criminality, rife with betrayal. 

But the main characters in noir are not necessarily detectives or criminals. Hence, the 

hard-living guy with a chip on his shoulder, a cold affect, and something painful (and 

tamped down) in his past and the sexy female with a middle name spelling “trouble” in 

capital letters. 

 The supernatural, of course, has taken a parallel path to the present, but is an older 

form of literature, earlier known better as the gothic. There have been a lot of 

supernatural detective stories published but relatively few supernatural noir stories. There 

are a few detectives of the supernatural in the anthology but they’re not very traditional 

and they don’t always succeed in their quest for the truth, for the facts. Those who do are 

sometimes very sorry.  

 The noir form of fiction and film has been one of my favorites my whole life, as is 

supernatural fiction. So it seemed perfectly appropriate for me to edit an anthology of 

stories combining two of the subgenres of literature I love. 
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 I asked for smart, edgy, complex, harder than nails stories of the supernatural with 

at least some of the trademarks of the noir. Some of the stories within feature women as 

the main characters, and at least one oddity only becomes a tale of detection quite late in 

the game. But whatever changes the evolution of mores and sensibilities have wrought on 

the traditional noir, I think you’ll recognize the characteristics of noir and be entertained 

by these sixteen writers’ interpretations of the subgenre.  

 


